NEW RANGE –
FL AVOURED GREEN TE AS

We now have, in addition to our selection of English
blended teas, a range of traditionally flavoured
green teas in drums. This selection of six teas are
available as biodegradable infusion bags or loose
leaf tea. Both comprise large leaf orthodox teas for
well-balanced flavour. Full descriptions of each are
given overleaf.

FL AVOURED GREEN TE AS
OUR NEW RANGE
Drawing from our extensive range of traditionally flavoured teas we have drawn together six
green teas, naturally low in caffeine, to create a magnificent range available as a pack, each of sixty
grams loose tea or ten bio-degradable infusion bags. The selection comprises the following:
Green Tea with Jasmine flowers This Jasmine is a fine leaf tea with a full flavour of Jasmine flowers with which
the tea is mixed during manufactured fragrant it is particularly refreshing on a hot day and is also especially
welcome with spicy food.
Green Earl Grey Britain's favourite speciality tea in a healthy green form- with low caffeine. Traditionally scented
with oil of bergamot and using a base of China green tea our Earl Grey is not too heavily flavoured. Light and
refreshing, it is a favourite among our customers.
Green Tea with Rose This is pure enlightenment having a good balance of green tea and the heady aroma of
fresh rose petals. Indeed what a wonderful summery prospect even on a cold winter's day! A delicate, freshtasting and light bodied tea.
Green Tea with Vanilla Refreshing and delicate. Enjoy the sublime attractiveness of vanilla combined with
healthy and light bodied green tea. It is made using a loosely rolled China green tea. Can be enjoyed at any
time of day.
Moroccan Mint Made with a good quality China Chun Mee green tea blended with Egyptian Mint, or Spearmint.
It makes a refreshing and healthy drink. Long served in Morocco upon welcoming guests. Traditionally sugar is
added but we think it is best without.
Green Tea with Magnolia A traditional and popular scented green tea, this is an elegant, subtle green tea
scented with fresh magnolia flowers. It's easy to develop passion for this gently aromatic tea.

Grey's Teas was founded in 2000 by Richard Grey, descendent of
Earl Grey who was British Prime Minister 1830-1834. We now offer over
160 teas from India, Nepal, China, Taiwan, Sri Lanka, Japan and Kenya.
These include black, green, oolong, white, flavoured teas and herbal
infusions. We also have tea collections in ten themes.
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